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Welcome 

A few reminders before we begin:

 Please can we remind you to turn off your mobile 
phone;

 We would request that you wear a face mask if you 
are able to do so;

 During the classroom session we would ask that you 
be respectful of the learning expectations that we ask 
the children to follow;

 Please remain at the back of the classroom unless the 
teachers ask you to join the children – there will be 
an opportunity for you to work alongside your child 
after the teacher input.



Aims of this 
morning:

 To give you an overview why we teach 
number sense and fluency in and how we 
do it;

 To discuss ways you can support your 
children at home, including games you 
can play;

 To see key elements of our teaching and 
learning in action.

Why, what and how!



Maths at 
Thorndown

Deep conceptual understanding

• A love of maths and can-do 
attitude

• Fluency and number sense



What is 
Mastery of 
Mathematics? 

A mastery approach: a set of principles and beliefs. 
This includes a belief that all pupils are capable of understanding 

and doing mathematics, given sufficient time. Pupils are 
neither ‘born with the maths gene’ nor ‘just no good 
at maths’. With good teaching, appropriate 
resources, effort and a ‘can do’ attitude all 
children can achieve in and enjoy mathematics.



What do we 
teach in 
maths?

There are three aims in the National Curriculum

3 elements to fluency:
• Accuracy

• Efficiency

• Flexibility

To ensure that all pupils…
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What do we 
teach in 
maths?
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Why do the children need to move on from 
counting?

Over reliance on COUNTING 

Works well with simple tasks, but children often struggle to apply to 
other contexts

 Associated with low attainment

Children don’t have alternative strategies

Inhibits flexible thinking and the development of problem solving 
strategies

Research from Tall and Gray



What is 
number 
sense?

Number sense is having the level of 
understanding of numbers that 
allows us to make connections 

between the facts we know and the 
problems we are looking to solve.

Research has found 3 key areas that 
help to predict children’s future 

maths ability:

 Having good sense of the size of 
numbers

 Being able to subitise

 Being able to invent strategies



Number 
Magnitude

‘Immature number line representation is linked to both lower
mathematical performance, but also with hindering learning of new
mathematics.’

(Booth & Siegler , 2008)
Which is larger: 

3 or 6?

Which is larger: 
or       ?

How close can 
you get to 1?



Activities like this help to develop strategies for 
estimating and children’s sense of the relative  size of 
numbers. 
It is essential that children explain their reasoning.

It is important to develop linear estimation.

Number 
Magnitude



Let’s play…

Bunny EarsSubitising



Subitising – from the Latin ‘suddenly’ 

There are two types of 
subitising.

Subitising



Get ready!

How many spots can you see?

Subitising



Subitising



Perceptual Subitising
- Being able to ‘just see’ how many are in a group, 

without counting
Subitising



 Finger patterns

Familiar and structured dot patterns (1  6)

• Unstructured arrangements
Secure 1 to 3 first, moving to 4 or 5 by the end of  Reception

Perceptual Subitising

Subitising



Get ready for 
the next one!

How many spots can you see this time?

Subitising



Subitising



How many spots did you see this 
time?

Subitising



Subitising



Conceptual Subitising 

Being able to see numbers within numbers (eg 6 is made of 4 and 2). This 
helps to develop efficient calculating skills. 

This can be described as ‘numbers hidden within numbers’.

Automatically recall 

Subitising 
and 
composition



How do we 
support the 
children to 
develop their 
number 
fluency?

The children take part in taught daily sessions using 
the Mastering Number Programme four times each 

week.

These sessions provide regular opportunity to revisit 
and review prior learning while supporting children to 
understand how they can be used to make links with 

new learning opportunities.



What do the 
resources 
look like?

A range of models and 
images alongside a variety 
of physical resources are 

used to support the 
children to understand the 

concepts being taught.



The use of 
games to 
support depth of 
understanding?

In addition to the taught number fluency sessions, the 
children also have regular opportunities to play games 

which enable them to use their fluency skills for 
purpose.

In Year 1, this can form part of their Busy Learning 
time.

In Year 2, we make time during our number fluency 
sessions to play games which link to the learning from 

that day or to revisit previous learning.



How can you 
support your 
child at home?

Involve your child in everyday maths.

Discuss the size of numbers with your child and 
encourage them to have a go at estimating numbers.

Play games – these can be games recommended by 
school or play board games and card games that you 

have at home.

‘PLEASE, PLEASE… NEVER say that you are bad at 
maths … not anywhere within a 100-mile radius of any 

child you ever want to influence.’
Naomi Sani
‘How To Do Maths So Your Child Can Too’



Fab questions to ask your child!

What do you notice?

What do you wonder?

How do you know?

How can you 
support your 
child at home? What do you think?

How do you see it?
Can you imagine?

Are you sure?



In the 
classroom…
…what to look 
for 

Subitising –
 fast eyes,
 “Don’t count, say the amount”

• Counting  - including from a larger set
• Composition

- how number are made
- numbers within numbers

 Visualising – How do you see it? 
 Spatial awareness/ reasoning
 Gesturing
 Mathematical talk

 Stem sentences
 Precise vocabulary

• Questioning


